
Robert Smith
Phone Agent

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Motivated customer service representative with over 3 years retail experience in a fast-paced 
environment. Dedicated as well as motivated to maintain customer satisfaction and contribute to 
company success Core Strengths Strong organizational skills Shipping and receiving Inventory 
control Adaptibility Store maintenance Fast learner Energetic work attitude Telephone inquiries 
Courteous demeanor Problem solver Multi-line phone usage Creative problem solver.

SKILLS

Forklift Operator , Electric Pallet Jack, Customer Service, Computer .

WORK EXPERIENCE

Phone Agent
ABC Corporation  April 2009 – November 2009 
 Described product to customers and accurately explained details and care of merchandise.
 Answered questions regarding store and products, while maintaining knowledge of current 

sales and store promotions.
 Provided an elevated customer experience to generate a loyal clientele.
 Assisted customers and via telephone.
 Assisted customers with food selection, inquiries and order customization requests.
 Assisted customers with store and product complaints.
 Received multiple reviews acknowledging my level of dedication to excellent customer 

service.

Phone Agent
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2009 
 Responsible for persuading students to return to high school.
 Used sales techniques to influence potential students to continue their education.
 Helpdesk ticket support Provided customers with over the phone support.
 Answer incoming call take payments and help members with health insurance.
 Setting up appointments.
 Collection for multiple hospitals.
 Moved to Quality Ace Reports Responsibility is to ensure that customers issues are resolved 

and that agents, supervisors have done their .

EDUCATION

Marketing - (Nassau Community College - Garden City, NY)
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